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DHOLDA bike “De Lelijkaard” (The Ugly One)
I want to give my reaction to the copying of the "Lelijkaard" (a motorbike designed and
constructed by my father) by a group of people who call themselves the Honda-Legends.
Contrary to what they say there is no contact anymore between them and DHOLDA and
they had never received approval to copy the "Lelijkaard" as they claim on their website.
It also shows their lack of respect that they thank me, on their website, for lending them
the motorbike … they could also have thanked me for all the parts … parts who should
have been controlled by both of us and who I never seen back again.
Look, all over the world there are people who are busy with motorbikes, and I think this
is fantastic! These people, contrary to the ones mentioned above, try to achieve this and
try to get higher up without making use of someone’s name, logo, colors, … . Or, how do
you understand it, when, without you being informed they start an association with your
company’s name, when they copy your logo (form, colors, typeface), when they copy
your motorbike, … .
All this and also "by dedicating their website to my father" (how deep should a human
cases to steal the work of a deceased person and dedicate it to him) shows that they
obstinately try to remain connected with DHOLDA and take advantage of the reputation
DHOLDA has in the "classic racing" environment.
Some people are never ashamed.
For all you DHOLDA fans, don’t let this worry you. I will not let it happen anymore! I
have found out that one can’t be good to everyone and be friends with everyone.
Remember so that DHOLDA and Honda-Legends have, not by far, something in common.
I wish all you bikers a lot of driving pleasure.

With sporty greetings,
Mike
DHOLDA RACING
www.dholda.be

